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Abstract: Background: Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease with insidious onset, which is difficult to be reversed and cured. Therefore, discovering more precise biological
information from neuroimaging biomarkers is crucial for accurate and automatic detection of AD.
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Methods: We innovatively used a Visibility Graph (VG) to construct the time-dependent brain networks
as well as functional connectivity network to investigate the underlying dynamics of AD brain based on
functional magnetic resonance imaging. There were 32 AD patients and 29 Normal Controls (NCs) from
the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database. First, the VG method mapped the
time series of single brain region into networks. By extracting topological properties of the networks, the
most significant features were selected as discriminant features into a supporting vector machine for
classification. Furthermore, in order to detect abnormalities of these brain regions in the whole AD
brain, functional connectivity among different brain regions was calculated based on the correlation of
regional degree sequences.
Results: According to the topology abnormalities exploration of local complex networks, we found several abnormal brain regions, including left insular, right posterior cingulate gyrus and other cortical regions. The accuracy of characteristics of the brain regions extracted from local complex networks was
88.52%. Association analysis demonstrated that the left inferior opercular part of frontal gyrus, right
middle occipital gyrus, right superior parietal gyrus and right precuneus played a tremendous role in
AD.
Conclusion: These results would be helpful in revealing the underlying pathological mechanism of the
disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease
whose etiological factors and pathogenesis are complicated
and hard to be clarified completely [1]. Most of the patients
are over 65 years old and most of them with cognitive and
functional symptoms, including memory disorder, aphasia,
agnosia, visual-spatial skills impairment, executive dysfunction, personality and behavioral changes [2-4]. As the patho∗Address correspondence to this author at the School of Electrical and Information Engineering, Tianjin University, Tianjin, China; Tel/Fax: ++86
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logical factors like amyloid plaque and phosphorylated tau
protein often accumulate for a few years before obvious
clinical symptoms [5-7], therefore, early diagnosis of patients with Alzheimer's disease is of great significance for
their treatment since there is no approved diagnosis or cure
for AD. In the past few decades, many researchers have contributed a lot to the pathogenesis and diagnosis of AD from
the perspective of functional connectivity, but our understanding of the progression of AD is still rudimentary [8, 9].
Recently, fMRI has been widely used in the diagnosis of
AD and the detection of brain dysfunction due to its safety
and non-invasiveness, high spatial resolution and repeatability of experimental conditions [10]. The low-frequency fluctuations of Blood Oxygenation Level-Dependent (BOLD)
signal in the resting-state reflect the information of neurons
and synapses activity in the brain area, the correlation of
resting-state time series among multiple brain regions revealing the correlation and communication between the sponta© 2020 Bentham Science Publishers
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neous neuronal activation patterns of these regions [11].
There are many studies on the establishment of brain networks based on fMRI to reveal the topological structure of
AD [12-14]. Studies of functional and structural brain networks have confirmed the irreversible loss of small-world
properties and the reduction of network complexity in AD
patients [15-17]. Ma et al. showed that genes impair cognitive performance of the elderly through the brain functional
network [18]. Wang et al. reported a disruption of functional
connectivity between the hippocampus and several regions
such as the medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex in AD [19]. Event-related fMRI studies have
shown that posterior cingulate gyrus, retrosplenial and lateral
parietal cortex are active during successful memory recovery
in young adults [20]. In addition, using cerebral functional
network features can effectively distinguish AD from normal
people [21].
The development of complex network theory has attracted the interest of researchers and has been widely used.
A review on the complex network analysis of time series is
given [22]. The study of the human brain is an important
field of complex network applications, for example, using a
complex network to study the impact of fatigue state on the
accuracy of steady-state visual evoked potential classification [23] and effectively improve the accuracy of fatigue
driving state detection [24]. Visibility Graph (VG) was proposed by Lacasa and Luque [25], and it has been widely used
in the construction of complex networks. As an effective
means of describing time series, VG has the advantages of
easy implementation and high computational efficiency, so it
has been widely used in the physiological signal analysis in
recent years [26, 27]. Previously, VG has been used to construct the complex network of EEG signals for epilepsy patients by combining adaptive optimal kernel time-frequency
representation. Its topological features showed significant
differences [28]. The Multiplex Limited Penetrable Horizontal Visibility Graph method has been proven to effectively
detect fatigue driving and explore the fatigue behavior of the
brain [29], and also has been used in EEG signal studies of
AD [30]. This fully demonstrated that VG is a powerful tool
for network construction and a promising method for studying fMRI image data of AD. By using the graph-theoretical
approaches of a complex network to study AD is a new perspective and it effectively discovered important timedependent non-linear information contained in physiological
signals [31].

could be detected by both local network of specific brain and
whole-brain functional network. In the present study, we
employed resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data to investigate
single regional time series based on VG complex network
analysis and constructed functional brain network from degree sequences. The nonlinear characteristics of AD were
analyzed from both the single time series and whole-brain
functional network. There are two main purposes: 1. To illustrate the pathological regions of AD in terms of temporal
characteristics. 2. Find sensitive biomarkers, which could be
helpful for automated diagnosis of the disease.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Subjects
The data used in this study was derived from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database,
which collects a variety of neuroimaging data, including
MRI and PET images, genetics, cognitive tests, cerebrospinal fluid and blood biomarkers for early detection and tracking of AD. ADNI is committed to advancing AD research by
enabling researchers around the world to share data to support the advancement of AD intervention, prevention and
treatment. We selected 32 patients with Alzheimer's disease
(average age 75.4 years, 17 male) and 29 age-matched controls normal (average age 74.5 years, 15 male). Data for this
study were selected based on the availability of resting-state
fMRI datasets for age-matched healthy normal subjects and
patients with AD. The patients with AD had a Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) score of 14-26 and a Clinical
Dementia Rating (CDR) of 0.5 or 1.0 and met the National
Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders
Association (NINCDS/ADRDA) criteria for probable AD.
The normal subjects were non-depressed, non-MCI, and
non-demented and had a MMSE score of 27-30 and a CDR
of 0. For more experimental details, please refer to
http://adni.loni.usc.edu/. Demographics and clinical information are described in Table 1.
2.2. Data Preprocessing
Resting-state fMRI data scans were acquired with 3.0T
Philips Medical Systems scanners. Acquisitions were performed according to the ADNI acquisition protocol. All
fMRI
data
were
preprocessed
using
SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/): the data
were realigned and normalized to a standard template and
resampled to 3×3×3mm voxels. All fMRI time-series under-

Although there are many studies on abnormal functional
connections between brain regions of AD based on fMRI
[32], it is unclear whether the abnormalities of the AD brain
Table 1.

Demographic and clinical characteristics of AD patients and control subjects. second and third columns present group
characteristics (Mean ± Standard Deviation). Fourth column and fifth column present T-values and p-values for statistical significance of between-group differences.
-

ADs

Controls

t

p

Female/Male

15/17

14/15

-

-

Age

75.41±4.20

74.52±4.32

0.814

0.419

MMSE

20.25±3.33

29.35±0.81

-14.310

7.60e-21

CDR

0.953±0.35

0.035±0.13

13.518

1.01e-19
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went band-pass temporal filtering (0.01-0.08Hz), nuisance
signal removal from ventricles, deep white matter, global
mean signal removal, and 6-parameter rigid-body motion
correction. The raw resting-state fMRI data have 140 time
points and the first 5 time points were removed because of
potential nonequilibrium effects of magnetization. 90 regional time series were extracted by averaging voxel time
series within each anatomically defined region using the
Automated-Anatomical-Labeling (AAL) template.
2.3. From Time Series to Complex Network
The visibility graph is a complex network construction
method for one-dimensional time series, which can preserve
the time characteristics of the series [25, 33]. For time series x t = {x i}; i = 1 ,... , N , we can map it to a VG in the following
manner. As shown in Fig. (1), Fig. (1.a) shows eight points
in the time series x t , the vertical black bars represent the
amplitude of the time series, and each data point (black dot)
is regarded as a node of the complex network. If the straight
line between two nodes does not intersect the bars of other
intermediate nodes, there is a connection between the two
nodes and Fig. (1.b). shows the corresponding VG map
and a i , corresponds to the ith point of the time series, x i .
Two nodes of the graph, a m and a n , are connected via a bidirectional edge if and only if:

x

m+ j

<

x

n

⎛ n − (m + j ) ⎞
+⎜
⎟ (x m − x n )
⎝ n−m ⎠

+

∀j ∈ Z ; j < n − m

Thus, each adjacency matrix is composed of 1 or 0, respectively, indicating the corresponding nodes are connected
or not. We mapped the time series of each brain region into
the VG network, so we got 90 binary adjacency matrices for
each subject. The statistical feature of local complex networks was analyzed to locate brain regions with abnormal
temporal characteristics caused by AD from the perspective
of a single brain region.
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information between series. In order to study the effect of
local brain abnormalities on the whole brain system, we constructed a functional connectivity network based on the
whole brain. In this part, the functional brain network is constructed by the method of degree sequence correlation to
study the effect of Alzheimer's disease on the topological
structure of the brain network. After the complex network of
each brain region is obtained by the above VG method, the
degree sequence is obtained, then the Pearson correlation of
the degree sequence among brain regions obtained a 90×90
weighted adjacency matrix.
Finally, we applied fisher’s r-to-z transformation on the
elements of the Pearson correlation matrix to improve the
normality of the correlation coefficients, as follows:

z=

1
⎡ln (1 + r ) − ln (1 − r )⎤⎦
2⎣

where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient and z is approximately a normal distribution with standard deviation σ z = 1 N − 3 . The brain networks are represented in the
form of z-maps. The threshold is set to 0.3, which is defined
as the ratio of the number of existing edges to the maximum
possible edge number in the network.
2.5. Network Metrics
In order to analyze the statistical feature of networks, we
calculated the degree, betweenness centrality, local efficiency, global clustering coefficient of local complex networks and weighted degree of the functional brain network.
2.5.1. Degree
The degree is a common measure of node centrality,
which reflects the importance of nodes in the network. The
degree of an individual node in the network is equal to the
number of links connected to that node [34]. For binary adjacency matrix, the degree of node i :

k = ∑a
i

j∈N

ij

For weighted degree of i:

k

w
i

= ∑ w ij
j∈N

where N is the set of all nodes in the network and (i, j ) is
a link between nodes i and j, ( i, j ∈ N ). a ij is the connection
status between i and j: a ij = 1 when link (i, j ) exists (when i
and j are neighbors); a ij = 0 otherwise ( a ii = 0 for all i ) and
wij is the weighted value of connection status between i
and j.
2.5.2. Betweenness Centrality
Fig. (1). Illustrating the process of mapping one-dimensional time
series (Fig. 1a) to VG (Fig. 1b). Each blue line in Fig. 1a shows the
two connected points that can see each other. (A higher resolution /
colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of
the article).

2.4. Functional Brain Network

Unlike the degree centrality, betweenness centrality is a
more global and sensitive measure, defined as the fraction of
all shortest paths in the network that pass through a given
node [35]:
1

b = (n − 1)(n − 2 ) ∑
i

The complex network constructed by VG is based on a
single time series and cannot convey similar or synchronous

h , j∈N
h ≠ j ,h ≠i , j ≠i

ρ (i )
ρ
hj

hj
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where
and

ρ is the number of shortest paths between h and j,
hj

ρ (i ) is the number of shortest paths between h and j
hj

that pass through i .
2.5.3. Local Efficiency
Local efficiency measures the aggregation degree of the
sub-network formed by the neighbor nodes connected with
node k [36]:

where G k represents the sub-network constituted by the
neighbor nodes of node k, and N G k is the number of the
nodes in the network G k .
2.5.4. Global Clustering Coefficient
The global clustering coefficient (Glob Cp) evaluates the
overall level of clusters in the network [37], and the calculation formula is as follows:

C =τ Δ
τ
where τ Δ represents the number of closed triplets in a VG
network and a closed triplet is composed of three triplets. τ
represents the number of triplets (i.e., three nodes connected
by two ties) in a VG network.
2.6. Classification Method
We choose the support vector machine (SVM) classifier,
which is widely used in pattern recognition in various fields
[38]. It has advantages in solving nonlinearity, small sample,
high dimension and local extremum problems. The main
ideas of SVM are to nonlinearly map data to a highdimensional feature space and construct the optimal hyperplane [39]. For a detailed understanding of the principle of
SVM, one can refer to the literature [40, 41].
In this study, We applied LIBSVM library [42] on
MATLAB and set the kernel function as “linear kernel (default)”. Based on the features extracted from local brain networks, linear kernel function combined with leave-one-out
cross validation method showed good classification performance.
2.7. Statistical Analyses
One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed
to examine differences between the AD patients and Controls Normal (CNs) and the region of p < 0.05 was selected
for statistical analysis. For demographic factors, we put participant’s age, sex and education (years) as covariates into
the ANCOVA model when comparing the group differences
of network parameters.
In order to explore the effects of abnormal brain regions
obtained from single-region time series analysis on the
whole-brain functional connectivity network, we constructed
an effective functional connectivity network, which obtains
the degree sequences of different regions from the local
complex network of single-region series, and then calculated
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Pearson correlation between the two-degree sequences of
every two brain regions to obtain a 90×90 weighted adjacency matrix. We used one-way ANOVA to analyze the
topological characteristics of the network, i.e. weighted degree, to find out the brain regions with significant differences
between the AD group and the control group. Next, we selected the brain regions with abnormal characteristics of both
local complex network and functional network. For each of
these brain regions, we did the Pearson correlation between
the topological characteristics of its local complex network
of single-region series and the degree of its functional network to explore the impact of changes in the single brain
region series on the connectivity of the functional network.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Network of the Local Brain Region
VG has been used to build complex networks to analyze
EEG signals in patients with AD [43], but it has not yet been
applied to fMRI signal analysis. Therefore, to explore the
local complex network topology abnormalities of Alzheimer’s single region fMRI series is of great significance
for revealing its structure and topological characteristics. For
the adjacency matrix of each brain region, we extracted the
topological characteristics of an average of nodes Degree
value (Deg), an average of nodes Betweenness centrality
(Be), average Local Efficiency (LocE), and global clustering
coefficient (Glob Cp). We used one-way ANOVA to identify
significant differences in temporal characteristics between
AD patients and CNs. We identified that the topological
characteristic of 17 brain regions showed significant discrimination between the AD patients and the control group,
with p values less than 0.05. These brain regions include left
superior orbital frontal gyrus (ORBsup.L), right superior
orbital frontal gyrus (ORBsup.R), left inferior opercular part
of frontal gyrus (IFGoperc.L), right inferior triangle frontal
gyrus (IFGtriang.R), right inferior orbital frontal gyrus
(ORBinf.R), left superior medial orbital frontal gyrus (ORBsupmed.L), left insular (INS.L), right posterior cingulate
gyrus and its lateral circumferential gyrus (PCG.R), left cuneus (CUN.L), right lingual gyrus (LING.R), left superior
occipital gyrus (SOG.L), right superior occipital gyrus
(SOG.R), right middle occipital gyrus (MOG.R), right superior parietal gyrus (SPG.R), right precuneus (PCUN.R),
Heschl's left gyrus (HES.L) and right middle temporal gyrus
(MTG.R).
Fig. (2) and Table 2 illustrate group differences of the
network of local brain region on the topological characteristic indexes. For these selected regions, most of them have
been proved to be pathologically related to AD, but there are
also a few undetected regions, which make a great contribution to revealing the mechanism of AD. As presented in Table 2, we listed the brain regions with statistical value
p < 0.05, most regions of AD group display increased Deg
and decreased LocE; for the average local efficiency and
Global clustering coefficient, the mean values of the AD
group generally decreased compared to CNs.
3.2. Classification
Based on the selected features above, the SVM classifier
and the method of leave-one-out cross validation were ap-
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Characteristics of the brain regions that were significantly different between the two groups.

Network Measures

Brain Region

CN

AD

F

p

Deg

ORBsup.L

7.106(±0.414)

6.863(±0.439)

5.441

0.023

ORBsup.R

7.093(±0.416)

6.851(±0.451)

4.403

0.040

PCG.R

6.765(±0.464)

7.033(±0.450)

4.055

0.049

CUN.L

6.827(±0.417)

7.144(±0.493)

6.658

0.013

LING.R

6.829(±0.532)

7.115(±0.476)

4.446

0.039

SOG.R

6.955(±0.503)

7.261(±0.533)

4.275

0.043

MOG.R

6.922(±0.538)

7.208(±0.470)

4.561

0.037

IFGoperc.L

337.392(±27.345)

354.252(±28.861)

4.632

0.036

IFGtriang.R

359.103(±35.039)

338.091(±29.268)

7.905

0.007

ORBinf.R

0.857±(0.008)

0.852(±0.010)

4.380

0.041

SOG.L

0.857(±0.008)

0.852(±0.010)

4.109

0.047

SPG.R

0.859(±0.006)

0.853(±0.009)

6.646

0.013

PCUN.R

0.857(±0.008)

0.851(±0.009)

6.993

0.011

MTG.R

0.856(±0.008)

0.851(±0.010)

4.442

0.039

ORBsupmed.L

0.516(±0.024)

0.503(±0.023)

4.382

0.041

INS.L

0.509(±0.025)

0.493(±0.026)

5.727

0.020

SOG.L

0.511(±0.029)

0.528(±0.034)

4.204

0.045

HES.L

0.499(±0.025)

0.485(±0.028)

4.376

0.041

Be

LocE

Glob Cp

The characteristics of the brain regions extracted from local complex networks. The values are represented with a mean (standard deviation) of each group.
Deg: degree; Be: betweenness centrality; LocE: local efficiency; Glob Cp: global clustering coefficient. Among them, Deg, Be, LocE take the average value of
local complex network.

Table 3.

Classification accuracy obtained by using leave-one-out cross validation method.

Network Measures Used in the SVM Model

ACC%

Network Measures Used in the SVM Model

ACC%

Deg

67.21

Be + Glob Cp

78.69

Be

63.93

LocE + Glob Cp

60.66

LocE

63.93

Deg + Be + LocE

80.33

Glob Cp

67.21

Deg + Be + Glob Cp

73.77

Deg + Be

67.21

Deg + LocE + Glob Cp

80.33

Deg + LocE

75.41

Be + LocE + Glob Cp

80.33

Deg + Glob Cp

70.49

Deg + Be + LocE + Glob Cp

88.52

Be + LocE

75.41

Deg: degree; Be: betweenness centrality; LocE: local efficiency; Glob Cp: global clustering coefficient. Among them, Deg, Be, LocE take the average value of
local complex network.

plied to obtain the classification accuracy. As shown in Table 3, the classifier was trained by Deg, Be, LocE and Glob
Cp respectively or their combination. Among them, the
combination of these four attributes had the highest classification accuracy, which is 88.52%. This indicated that VG is

a potential method to diagnose AD. Additionally, the graph
theory is used to study the human brain’s network to discover the differences caused by AD, thus promoting the development of AD diagnostic technology.
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Fig. (2). The brain distribution map of abnormal brain regions we selected from local complex networks (the red part is the abnormal brain
region). (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

3.3. Local Brain Abnormalities Effects on Global Network Measures
In this part, we employed weighted degree values to explore dynamic behavior based on network analysis. Degree
centrality is the most direct measure to characterize the centrality of nodes in graph theory and network analysis. The
greater the degree of a node, the more important it is in the
network. In order to quantify the group differences of the
functional network between AD patients and CNs, we used
one-way ANOVA to analyze the topological characteristics
of networks, i.e. weighted degree. For different brain regions, the p-values less than 0.05 indicate statistical difference. Significant differences could be observed in IFGoperc.L, SOG.R, MOG.R, SPG.R and PCUN.R between the
AD group and the control group. Simultaneously, these brain
regions also showed significant differences in the topological
structure of the local complex network of a single brain region. As shown in Fig. (3), compared with the control group,
the degree of these brain regions in AD patients decreased
significantly.
As shown in Fig. (4), finally, IFGoperc.L, MOG.R,
PCUN.R and SPG.R were found to have a significant correlation between the topological characteristics of local complex networks and the degree of functional networks. It can
be seen that their self-generated changes play an important
role in the connectivity changes of the whole functional network. Therefore, we considered that the changes in these
four brain regions are one of the main causes of AD pathology. Most of these brain regions are located in the right
hemisphere.
4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we constructed the local complex network
of single-region series and the functional connectivity network of the whole brain with the method of visibility graph
to study the topology abnormalities of AD patients. For the
local complex network from single regions, we found that
there were significant differences in the network characteristics of some local regions. Considering the difference of local complex network, disrupted connections across different

brain regions would probably be the main cause of Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, we constructed the whole-brain
functional network from the degree sequence of the local
complex network. The results showed that IFGoperc.L,
SOG.R, MOG.R, SPG.R and PCUN.R were also involved in
the connection changes and impairments of nerve cells
among brain regions. Correlation analyses showed that single region abnormality was correlated with interregional
connectivity disruptions.
For local complex network of specific fMRI series, we
found that brain damage mainly occurred in the inferior frontal gyrus, occipital lobe and temporal lobe. The local complex network topological characteristics of these brain regions can effectively distinguish AD from CNs. Among
these selected regions, the insula is of particular interest because it performed a critical role in conscious emotional feelings, cognitive and sensory processing [44, 45]. Amyloid- β
(Αβ) plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and significant volume
atrophy, might be the cause of the insula dysfunction in AD
patients [46-49]. Previous studies revealed that the impaired
functional network of abnormal insula increases the risk of
AD and plays an important role in the pathological changes
in the early stages of AD [50]. The functional connectivity
networks in AD patients are significantly reduced in the left
insula compared with those in CNs due to cholinergic dysfunction in AD [51-53]. Previous studies have suggested that
the posterior cingulate cortex has memory-related and
"evaluative" functions [54], which is one of the core areas of
AD progression [55, 56]. The regional functional alterations
such as Heschl's left gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus,
right superior parietal gyrus and right posterior cingulate
gyrus, which we identified, are also found to be effectively
detect AD patients from the CNs [57, 58]. In AD, the deposition of Αβ proteins caused by the course of the disease is
highly correlated with the default pattern network in adults
[20]. The active regions of the default mode network include
frontal regions along the midline, posterior cingulate, retrosplenial cortex, precuneus, medial and lateral posterior parietal regions [59, 60], simultaneously, medial temporal lobe is
also active in the default mode network [61]. Compared with
our findings, most of the brain regions we identified belonged to the default mode network. Furthermore, greater
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Fig. (3). The weighted degree of IFGoperc.L, SOG.R, MOG.R, SPG.R and PCUN.R in the whole brain connectivity network were significantly different (p<0.05) between the AD group and the control group. (a) The distribution of brain regions with a decreased nodal degree in
the AD group. (b) The histogram of IFGoperc.L, SOG.R, MOG.R, SPG.R and PCUN.R in the functional connectivity (FC). (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

Fig. (4). The correlation between the weighted degree of Functional Connectivity (FC) network and topological features of local complex
network (LCN) for IFGoperc.L (left inferior opercular part of frontal gyrus), MOG.R (right middle occipital gyrus), SPG.R (right superior
parietal gyrus) and PCUN.R (right precuneus). LocE: average local efficiency; Deg: average of nodes degree value; Be: average of nodes
betweenness centrality. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).
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deposition of Αβ was observed in the lingual gyri and its
complexity on multiple time scales was reduced [11, 62].
Current results showed that functional connectivity brain
networks of Alzheimer’s patients are significantly decreased
in SOG.R and MOG.R, which is consistent with previous
findings [63, 64]. The neuropathology of the occipital lobe is
related to the development of visual hallucinations in AD,
and visual hallucinations are significantly associated with the
morbidity of AD [65]. Moreover, the occipital lobe complexity of AD patients has been shown to be significantly reduced [66]. Another important abnormal hub region we
found was the precuneus. The precuneus occupies an important position in connectivity abnormalities of brain network
in Alzheimer's disease [67]. GM loss was observed in the
posterior cingulate gyrus and precuneus in AD patients [68].
Recent functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated
that the precuneus is involved in the progression of AD,
which is related to cognitive functions such as episodic
memory retrieval and self-processing operations [69].
To our knowledge, this is the first study combining a single brain region network with a functional network based on
fMRI data. Researchers considered AD as a disconnection
syndrome [70], in which local regional dysfunction may
spread through neurons in the functional proximity of specific brain regions that act as a critical hub like “epicenters”
[71]. In the meantime, the connections between the affected
hub regions and unaffected are disturbed. Thus, transregional
diffusion may play an essential role in the spread of neurodegenerative pathologies during the progression of AD
[72]. Current results of correlation analyses demonstrated
that local connectivity abnormality of several regions is associated with interregional connectivity network properties,
inferring that these regions could be the most important influencing centers in AD patients pathological progression.
In order to choose sensitive biomarkers for the discrimination of AD from CNs, complex networks of single brain
regions were analyzed using fMRI data and 88.52% accuracy
was achieved. In previous studies, the time series extracted
from rs-fMRI images was used to establish the functional
connection network with Pearson correlation coefficients
between distinct brain regions, and then the random Elman
neural network cluster method was used to classify AD patients from CNs, with an accuracy of 92.31% [73]. In another study, a deep autoencoder network model based on rsfMRI data was built to categorize these correlation
coefﬁcient data and the accuracy rate was 86.47% [74]. Also,
in rs-fMRI data, Wang et al. established frequencydependent brain network based on the wavelet correlation,
which achieved 85.7% accuracy [75]. In contrast, our proposed method has a promising future in the application of
AD diagnosis.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the impaired both local complex network
and functional network of abnormal IFGoperc.L, SOG.R,
MOG.R, SPG.R and PCUN.R play an important role in the
pathological changes of AD. We successfully classified AD
data from control normal data with 88.52% accuracy using
local complex network, which was constructed with the

Gao et al.

method of visibility graph. Furthermore, in the correlation
analysis of the influence of local brain abnormality on global
network measures, we believe that the single regional abnormality is potentially related to the disruption of
interregional connections.
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